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Insight fromBotanical Monographs
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A. MCDADE

Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona 85721
104 monographs fromthreejournals treating1,790species were surveyedto develop
ABSTRACT.
an overview of 1) species and infraspecificconcepts used by monographersand 2) problems in
species delimitationdue to variation,hybridization,and asexual reproduction.Most monographers
did not discuss species or infraspecificconcepts;the majorityof those who did used a morphological
or taxonomic concept. Infraspecificcategories,whether subspecies or varieties,were used by most
entitieswithinspecies.
monographersto delimitmorphologicallyand geographicallydifferentiated
About 7% of the species monographed were sufficientlyvariable that species delimitation was
About 12% were involved in hybridization,but
difficultand 10% were subdivided infraspecifically.
in only about 1% was there sufficientcomplexityto make species delimitationproblematic.These
data are compared to the incidence of hybridizationreportedforthe floraof the BritishIsles. About
5% of the species surveyed were hypothesized to be of hybridorigin. Asexual reproductionwas a
significantproblem in monographs treatingonly two groups. These biological phenomena, particularly hybridizationand asexual reproduction,were distributedunevenly across the plant groups
monographed, with most presentingfew problems. Based on these results,it is argued that there
are gaps between theoreticaland practicalwork at the species level thatshould be bridged. It seems
clear thatmonographersworkingwithmostgroupsneed notbe unduly concernedthatthe biological
nature of the taxa they study makes them inappropriate for phylogenetic analyses or for the application of certainspecies concepts. On the other hand, difficultgroups are equally importantfor
understandingthe patternsand processes of evolution and theirspecial biological propertiesshould
be highlighted.

The species problem is an intriguingone that
has occupied and continues to occupy a great
deal of the collective research effortof evolutionarybiologists.Among biologistswho do not
devote themselves to this subject as a research
project,many still confrontthe issue in at least
two venues. First,educators confrontthe species problem in teaching about the biology of
organisms.One or more lectureson species are
usually included in courses that deal with the
theoryand practice of systematicsor with the
diversityof a particulartaxonomic group. Second, those who conduct researchat and below
the species level put species concepts into pracdo this is the
tice every day. How systematists
primarytopic of this paper.
At least two distinctissues are potentiallypart
of "the species problem": definingspecies as a
category and delimiting species in practice. I
seek to address here how practicingsystematic
botanists, specifically monographers (see below), are handling both aspects of the problem.
First,are monographersengaged in the controversy over species definitions,and which definition(s) do they findvaluable? This may pro-

vide insight on the extentto which practicing
systematistsare influencedby, and perceive as
useful, the debate about species concepts. My
hope is thatfeedback"fromthe trenches"might
usefully informand perhaps direct more theoreticallyoriented work.
A second objective is to use the work of these
experts(i.e., specialists on particulargroups of
plants) to estimate the incidence of problems
in species delimitation.The biological processes
that confound effortsto delimit species have
been described extensivelyin the classical literatureof the new synthesis(e.g., Stebbins1950;
Mayr 1970; Grant 1981). These include recency
of divergence and uncertain fate of lineages
thathave recentlysplit,mismatchbetween anagenesis (i.e., accumulationof apomorphies) and
lineage splitting,hybridization,and reproduction exclusivelyor primarilyby asexual means.
Genetic phenomena such as transposable elements (Kidwell 1993) and concertedgene conversion (Hillis et al. 1991) will also complicate
species delimitation,although how frequently
these will be detected in systematicresearchis
unclear. A number of these problems can be
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ascribed simply to "bad" timing. When divergence is recent,incomplete, unmarked by detectable characters,or of uncertain fate, it is
bound to be difficultto resolve species limits.
Perhaps more significantly,
groups thathybridize extensivelyor thatreproduce asexually may
simply not fitsome concepts of species. These
last two biological phenomena are often identifiedas especially common in plants (at least
compared to vertebrateanimals) and as creating
problemsforthe application of certainconcepts
(e.g., the biological species concept) and methods (i.e., phylogenetics) to plants (Cronquist
1978, 1987). Estimatesof the incidence of these
sortsof problems may help to evaluate the extent to which systematicbotanists need to be
concerned thatthe propertiesof theirstudyorganisms render certain concepts and methods
inappropriate.
METHODS

To develop an overview of species concepts
and problems in practice, I surveyed monographic works (Appendix 1) published in three
journals: SystematicBotanyMonographs(henceforthSBM; 10 yr: 1984-1993), Systematic
Botany
(SB; six years: 1988-1993) and Opera Botanica
(OB; 10 yr:1984-1993).These threejournalswere
chosen fora number of reasons. I sought journals thatserve the broad communityof systematic botanists;journals tied closely to a particular institution,herbariumor region of the U.S.
were avoided. I included SB as well as SBM in
orderto sample monographshandling relatively few taxa as well as the larger scale works
characteristicof monograph series. OB was included as an admittedlylimited sample of the
work of European systematistsin addition to
that of (largely North) American workers.
Only papers that were monographic or revisionary in nature were included in the survey. Floristictreatmentswere not included unless a significantportionof a group (genus, subgenus, monophyleticlineage, etc.) was treated
in a monographic, revisionary manner. Descriptionsof new taxa were not included unless
these also presented the results of revisionary
work on related taxa. Only treatmentsof ferns
and seed plants were included, largely forreasons of personal competence,but also because
species conceptsas applied to the otherlineages
traditionallyincluded within the discipline of
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botany(e.g., fungi,lichens) are expectedto vary
considerably.
Each monograph was scored as including (or
not) a discussion of the species and/or infraspecific concept(s) applied in conducting the
research. When authors did not discuss their
species concepts, I did not attemptto deduce
this information(although this could probably
be done in most cases). I did, however, include
discussions of species concepts thatwere brief,
not identifiedas such, or fairlysubtle (e.g., embedded in a discussion of some other issue). I
kept a full record of each author's statement
regarding species concepts so that I could develop a synthesisof these aftercompletingthe
survey.The same informationwas recordedfor
infraspecificconcepts. Note that my goal here
was not to provide a synthesisof species concepts (for which, see Rieseberg and Brouillet
1994; Luckow 1995), nor to forcemonographers
into any one classificatoryscheme of species
concepts. Neither was my goal to debate the
validityand utilityofspecies conceptsthathave
been proposed (forwhich,see Nixon and Wheeler 1990; Baum and Donoghue 1995; and references therein). Rather I permittedmonographers to identifyforthemselvesthose ideas and
criteriathat they found most useful.
Each species account was surveyed for evidence of problematiclevels of variationand of
hybridization(Table 1). Extensive intraspecific
variation may make it difficultto delimit taxa
and may reflectspeciation that is incipient or
of uncertain fate. Recognition of infraspecific
taxawas takenas evidence thata species showed
problematicvariationeven ifthe authordid not
statethisexplicitly.When an authorboth stated
that a species was difficultto handle due to
variabilityand recognized infraspecific
taxa,the
species was tallied in both categories. As a result, the tallies forthese two categoriesare not
independent and do not sum to the total number of variable species (Table 2).
Species identifiedas hybridizingor of hybrid
origin were tallied in one of four categories
depending upon the natureand severityof the
phenomenon. Hybridizationwas scored as trivial when it did not severely influence species
delimitation. For example, it might be noted
thatoccasional specimens appeared to be intermediate between species 1 and 2, perhaps due
to hybridization.My use of the termtrivialrefersonly to the issue of delimitingspecies: even
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Species delimitationin practice.Each species in the monographssurveyed (see Appendix 1) was
TABLE 1.
tallied in one or more of the following categories.See textforfurtherexplanation.
1. No problems in species delimitationcited
2. Variation
a. Variation cited as a problem in species delimitation
b. Infraspecifictaxa recognized (subspecies, varieties,forms,or combinationsof these categories)
3. Hybridization
a. Species hybridizing
1. Trivial (hybridizationnot sufficientlyfrequentor complex to result in problems in species delimitation)
2. Problematic(hybridizationfrequentand/or complex enough thatspecies delimitationwas difficult)
b. Species of hybridorigin
1. Hypothesis proposed with no explicit evidence
2. Hypothesis supported by one or more lines of evidence
4. Species delimitationdifficultor arbitrarybecause asexual lineages involved

if hybridization is trivial from the monographer's perspective, it may be very important
biologically. Hybridization was tallied as problematicwhen monographersindicated thatspecies delimitationwas difficultor arbitrarydue
to frequent or complex patternsof hybridization. In both cases, the number
ofspeciesinvolved
in hybridization was tallied (e.g., one species
hybridizing with two other species to yield
plants of two differenthybrid combinations
would be scored as three hybridizingspecies).
Hypotheses regardingthe origin of species via
hybridizationwere tallied according to whether or not evidence was presentedto supportthe
idea. Cases where hybriditywas simply mentioned as a possibility were tallied as hybrid
origin proposed.Cases that were supported by
one or more lines of evidence (e.g., morphological patterns,chromosomedata, crossingexperiments,pollen viability)were tallied as supportedhypotheses.In the case of hybridorigin,
entries reflectthe number of species hypothesized to have originated in this way.
Finally,each monographand species description was checked forstatementsregardingasexual reproduction,with the goal of estimating
the frequencyof problems at the species level
due to lineages that reproduce asexually.
Surveying monographs for the presence or
absence of certainkinds of informationshould
not be viewed as judging these works. Systematistswho conduct monographicresearchhave
differentprofessional backgrounds, goals and
training,and what is published in monographs
oftenrepresentsperspectivesotherthan the author's (e.g., reviewer's,editor's). My goal is not

to judge but ratherto sample the work of monographers for an overview of how the individuals who are making the most significant
contributionsto documenting plant biodiversity are handling species problems.
RESULTS

During the totalof 26 journal-yearssurveyed,
104 monographs were published that met the
above criteria.These treated 126 differentgenera in 49 families.A total of 1,790 species were
delimited and described in these monographs.
Most of the monographs were based on morphological data,but a numberincorporatedother sources of evidence (e.g., chromosomes,ultrastructuralcharacters,molecular data, common garden experiments).
Species Concepts And Criteria For Delimitation. Of the 104 monographs,28 included a
discussion of species and/or infraspecificconcepts and criteriaused in the research (Table
2). The concepts and criteriaused by these authors are listed in Appendix 1 and discussed
below. As Appendix 1 indicates, several monographers employed more than one concept
or criterion.
Twenty-oneauthorsindicated thattheyused
morphological differencesto distinguish species. Fifteenof these specifiedthattheyadopted
a morphological or taxonomicspecies concept.
Cronquist (1978), Davis and Heywood (1963),
Du Rietz (1930) and Grant (1981) were cited
most frequentlyas sources of this concept. Five
authors quoted Cronquist's (1978) definitionof
species as ". . . the smallestgroups thatare con-
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TABLE 2. Summaryof monographs surveyed,number discussing species and/or infraspecificconcepts or
criteriafordelimitingtaxa,and numberrecognizinginfraspecifictaxa. SBM = SystematicBotanyMonographs,
SB = SystematicBotany,OB = Opera Botanica. See Appendix 1 fordetailed tabulation of monographs.
SBM

SB

47
36
No. monographs
242
773
No. species
No. discussing species and/or infraspecificconcepts
4 (8%)
10 (28%)
(% monographs)
No. recognizing infraspecifictaxa
9
Subspecies
14
Varieties
2
Subspecies + varieties
1
Varieties + forms
0
Subspecies + forms
Total (% monographs)

26 (72%)

sistentlyand persistentlydistinct,and distinguishable by ordinarymeans." Those who did
not explicitly mention Cronquist's definition
described theirspecies concept as based on ". . .
a number of significantdifferences"(Graham
1988), ". . . majormorphologicaldiscontinuities
." (Chen et al. 1992), ". . . phenetic characters
." (Stahl 1991). A numberofauthorsindicated
that the morphological differenceson which
theyrelied were assumed to have a geneticbasis
(e.g., Jansen 1985; Stahl 1991; Luckow 1993) or
were under selection (Lammers 1991). Several
monographers identified characteristicsancillary to morphologythat species were expected
to possess (e.g., distinctive geographic range
and/or habitats,ecological coherence; Appendix 1).
Soreng (1991) and Luckow (1993) adopted the
species concept of Nixon and Wheeler (1990),
and sought to recognize species thatshared one
or more unique charactersor a unique combination of characters.Karis (1989) identifiedthe
possession of one or more unique apomorphies
more or less as an extension of the morphological species concept, but went on to designate
as species a number of entities that explicitly
lack autapomorphies.
Three authors adopted the evolutionaryspecies concept of Wiley (1978, 1981). Two of these
also indicated thatmorphologicalpatternswere
key (Sanders 1987; Andersson 1985). Wanntorp
(1988) used the morphological species concept,
but noted with approbation the concept of species as lineages.

OB

21
775

Total

104
1,790

14 (67%)

28 (27%)

2
11
2
0
0

10
1
4
0
2

21
26
8
1
2

15 (32%)

16 (76%)

58 (56%)

The authorsof one monographsuggestedthat
species should be monophyletic (Wilken and
Hartman 1991). Three othersindicatedthatspecies should share a common ancestry.
Two monographers adopted the biological
species concept, indicating that reproductive
isolation was key (Borgen 1987; Molau 1990).
Six othersused reproductivecriteria,indicating
that species should be reproductivelyisolated
fromeach otheror thatreproductivecontinuity
is expected within species. These latterworkers
used phrases such as ". . . show no evidence of
hybridization. . ." (Ertter1993),"... artificially
produced F,s have reduced pollen fertility...
(Baden 1987),". . . chromosomedata. . ." (Liden
1986), "...

indication of ...

reproductive iso-

lation of the species . .." (Soreng 1991),and ". . .
partial or complete reproductiveisolation . . ."
(Lammers 1991). On the otherhand, two workers (Klackenberg 1985; Karis 1989) specifically
rejected the biological species concept as impracticable.
Infraspecific Taxa and Concepts. Infraspecifictaxa were recognized forat least one of
the species treatedin 58 of the 104 monographs
(Table 2; Appendix 1). SBM and SB monographers recognizedvarietiesmorefrequentlythan
subspecies whereas OB authors preferredsubspecies to varietiesby ten to one (Table 1). Subspecies and varietieswere used in combination
in eight monographs. Forms were used rarely
and never as the only infraspecificcategory.
Several authors identifiedhistoricalprecedent
(i.e., previously published classifications for
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their group) as contributingto their decision
regarding use of infraspecificcategories (e.g.,
Jansen 1985; Graham 1988).
Concepts or definitionsof infraspecifictaxa
were discussed in 26 monographs. Fourteen of
16 OB authorswho used infraspecificcategories
(plus one who did not) discussed theirconcepts
of these taxa whereas 12 of 42 SBM and SB authorsusing such categories explained theirusage (Appendix 1).
Twentyof 31 monographerswho recognized
subspecies discussed theiruse of thistaxonomic
category. Eighteen of these described subspecies as more or less allopatric and morphologically distinctcomponents of a species. In contrast,Karis (1989) indicated thatsubspecies may
be allopatric but not morphologically distinct.
Several authors described the quantityor quality of charactersthat differentiatesubspecies:
... very similar . . ." (Wanntorp 1988); .1. at
least one character. . ." (Johansson 1987);
differby two or threecorrelatedcharacters. .
(Christensen 1991). Borgen (1987) and Molau
(1990) indicated that ecotypes could be designated as subspecies.
Other criteriafor subspecies included inferences about reproduction:intergradationmay
occur between subspecies (e.g., Johansson1987;
Kallersjo 1991; Wilken and Hartman 1991;
Klackenberg1992); F,s have reduced pollen fertility(Baden 1987).
Two authors discussed the biological processes responsibleforthe characterpatternsthey
recognized by delimiting subspecies. Liden
(1986) described subspecies as the allopatricbut
not yet well differentiatedresult of the early
stages of primaryspeciation. Wilken and Hartman's (1991) identificationof subspecies as lineages clearly points to the same ideas. Soreng
(1991) described incipientspeciation or secondary contact as responsible for the patterns of
variation he described as subspecific.
Nine of the 35 monographers who recognized varieties discussed the nature of the entitiesassigned to this rank. Six of these defined
varieties as more or less geographically and
morphologicallydistinct(i.e., the same definition as that applied by other monographersto
subspecies,see above). Six authorsindicatedthat
varieties need possess only one of these characteristics[e.g., Christensen(1992) argued that
they should be sympatricand differentiatedor
Liden
allopatricand not stronglydifferentiated;
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(1986) and Soreng (1991) indicatedthatvarieties
were expected to be sympatric].Jansen (1985)
noted that the charactersthat differentiatevarieties should have a genetic basis.
Although thereis considerable consensus retaxa,
gardingcriteriafordelimitinginfraspecific
there is less agreement regarding which rank
to use (Table 2). In fact,a number of authors
noted that,in practice,there is littledifference
between subspecies and varieties(Borgen 1987;
Graham 1988; Spooner 1990). When authors
designated both varieties and subspecies, varietieswere expected to have a more restricted
range and to differby fewer(or less important)
charactersthan subspecies. Several authors indicated that they followed Du Rietz's (1930)
characterizationof subspecies versus varieties
as regional versus local facies of a species.
Forms were used by three authors and were
defined by one of these to be "deviating individuals" (Klackenberg 1992).
Problems in Species Delimitation. Of the
1,790 species treated,1,454 (81%) were presented with no indication of notable difficultiesin
species delimitation(Table 3). The proportional
representationof non-problematicspecies was
similaramong the threejournals. About 10% of
species (173) presented patternsof differentiation that led monographersto recognize infraspecific taxa. Seven percent (120) were identifiedas sufficiently
variable to presentproblems
in species delimitation. The proportional representationof problematicspecies was similar
among journals (Table 3).
One hundred ninety-twospecies (ca. 11% of
the total of 1,790 treated) were judged to be
involved in hybridizationthatdid not seriously
influence species delimitations.Note that,because it takes two species to yield one hybrid
entity, the number of hybrid combinations
identifiedby these monographersis about half
the number of hybridizing species (about because some species were involved as parentsin
more than one hybrid combination). SBM authorsidentifiedhybridizationas occurringmore
than twice as frequentlyas eitherSB or OB authors(Table 3). About 1% (13) ofall species were
identified as hybridizing at levels that made
species delimitation difficultor arbitrary.The
proportionalrepresentationof such species was
similar among journals (Table 3).
A hybridorigin was speculated fornine species with essentiallyno discussion of evidence.
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TABLE 3. Incidence of problems in species delimitationamong monographssurveyed (see Table 1 and text
for explanation of kinds of problems recorded). SBM = SystematicBotany Monographs, SB = Systematic
Botany,OB = Opera Botanica. Entriesare number of species' and percent2. 1 Some species were placed in
more than one category (e.g., of putative hybrid origin and highly variable); hence entries do not sum to
number of species surveyed. 2 Percents expressed as proportion of total number of species surveyed per
journal or in all threejournals (Total column). 3 Entriesare number of species hypothesized to be involved
in hybridization(e.g., spp. 1 x spp. 2 = 2 hybridizingspecies). 4 Entriesare numberof species hypothesized
to be of hybridorigin.

No. Species
No problems cited

SBM

SB

OB

Total

773
611 (79%)

242
203 (84%)

775
640 (83%)

1,790
1,454 (81%)

83 (8%)
77 (10%)

16 (7%)
19 (8%)

40 (5%)
77 (10%)

120 (7%)
173 (10%)

125 (16%)
5 (1%)

15 (6%)
2 (1%)

52 (7%)
6 (1%)

192 (11%)
13 (1%)

8 (1%)
52 (7%)

9 (1%)
80 (4%)

Variation
Problematic
Infraspecifictaxa recognized
Hybridization
Species hybridizing3
Trivial
Problematic
Species of Hybrid Origin4
Proposed
Supported

1 (<1%)
25 (3%)

Eighty hypotheses of hybrid origin were supported by at least a briefdiscussion of patterns
of morphologicalsimilarity,and in several cases
by extensiveevidence. The distributionofthese
was very uneven across monographs. Forty-six
are species of FumariaL., a well-known polyploid complex of hybridderivativespecies (Liden 1986). Liden argued thathybridizationfollowed by polyploidy has been very important
in the evolution of this group, but added that
there were very few hybrids and no cases of
introgressionor hybrid swarms among these
polyploid species. An additional 20 taxa of CrataegusL. were described by Christensen(1992)
as nothospecies [i.e., entities of hybrid origin;
only this author and Soreng (1991) used this
category].Most of these appear to be based on
a few individual trees presumably stemming
from one or a few hybridization events, although a few are wide-rangingand well established based on Christensen's (1992) descriptions. In addition, Christensen identified one
compilospecies,
i.e., a species thatswamps neighboring species via active hybridizationand introgression. No other monograph identified
species as acting in this way.
A number of authors mentioned hybridization or reticulation as yielding problems for
classificationof their group without providing

0 (<1%)
3 (1%)

explicit hypotheses regarding hybridizingentities (e.g., Hensold 1988; Andersson 1992;
Christensen 1992). Strother(1991) mentioned
reticulationas a source of problemsat the genus
level, but presented no furtherdiscussion or
evidence.
Although asexual reproductionwas cited as
occurring in a number of groups, no author
identifiedthis phenomenon as an insurmountable problemfordelimitationofspecies. Soreng
(1991) indicated that he treated apomictic lineages of Poa L. not as species but ratheras subsets of populations withinsexual species. Christensen (1992) stated that his use of the species
categorywas not uniformbecause of variation
in reproductive biology, including apomixis,
within Crataegus. Beaman (1990) described
problems caused by apomixis in subgenera of
HieraciumL. not treatedby him.
One additional problemin delimitingspecies
mentioned by several authors was inadequate
information,largely a reflectionof few or incomplete specimens (e.g., Nielsen et al. 1984;
Christensen 1992; Klackenberg 1992). It is difficultto say how a paucityof informationmight
affectthe resultsof a surveysuch as this.Poorly
collected groups mightbe over-splitinto monomorphictaxa representedby one or a few specimens, as suggested by Klackenberg (1992, p.
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8). This might result in an underestimate of
species level problems.On the otherhand, many
monographers are wary of describing species
based on inadequate materialand mightinstead
group them with the most similar taxon pending more material. This would increase the
number of variable species.
DISCUSSION

Monographs representthe culmination of a
long intellectualdevelopmentalprocessand the
keen insight into a group of organisms that
comes with years of study. Monographic work
is painstakingand too oftenundervalued by the
largerscientificcommunity.One can hope that
heightened appreciationof the biodiversitycrisis will enhance the stature of monographers
and their work [see Stuessy (1993) for a thorough discussion of the importance of monographs]. My survey of more than 100 monographsfrom26 journal-yearsconfirmedmyhigh
regard forthis field of systematicresearch.The
resultsof this surveyofferinsightinto the concepts, issues, and methods that monographers
identifyas valuable fortheirwork.Monographs
also provide a window throughwhich we may
view the patternsand processes of plant diversityat the species level and below.
It may certainlybe questioned whether the
size and nature of this sample can yield representativedata on these topics. In termsof the
practice of systematics,the sample omits significant groups of systematists.Among Old
World systematists,the work of Scandinavians
and theirstudentswas sampled. In the U.S., the
work of museum-based scientists who often
publish in in-house journals was largely not
included. A broader sample of the worldwide
botanical communitycertainlymight alter the
resultsof this survey.In termsof taxa,my sample includes somethingless than 1% of the total
expected number of species of fernsand seed
plants. Temperate,herbaceous groups are overrepresentedwhereas tropical,woody groupsare
under-represented.I do not believe thatwe yet
know enough about the incidence of hybridization,polyploidy,etc.among these latterplant
groups to guess how this bias is likely to affect
the results.It seems likelythatno sample would
be totallysatisfactoryto everyone.The factthat
resultsare fairlyhomogeneous among journals
in termsof the incidence of problemsin species
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delimitationincreases my confidence that real
patterns,ratherthan artifactsofthe systematists
or taxa sampled, are emerging.
It might also be asked whether monographs
are the appropriate publication venue with
which to address my goals. Certainly monographs are only one of many formsof scientific
publication resultingfromsystematicresearch.
I chose monographs as the best source of estimatesofthe frequencyofproblematicvariation,
hybridization, and asexual reproduction in
plants because it seems likely that other sorts
of publicationsexaggeratethe incidenceofthese
biologicallyinterestingphenomena. Statedmost
simply, papers reporting the absence of hybridization or the presence of tidy boundaries
between species are rare. In contrast,in monographic work,systematiststreatall of the species in a given group, whether or not they are
sufficiently"interesting" to merit stand-alone
publications.
Species Concepts. The majorityof monographers whose work was included in this survey did not discuss the concepts or criteriaused
to delimitspecies. These authorsmay have chosen not to cover these topics formany reasons,
and may also have been discouraged fromdoing so by others(e.g., editors,reviewers).About
1/4 of the monographs surveyed included a discussion of species concepts and criteriaused to
delimit taxa. Proportionatelymore authors in
the monographic series discussed species concepts (57% and 24% versus 11% forOB and SBM
versus SB, respectively)perhaps due to reduced
pressure on these authors for brevityas compared to SB. I concur with Kellogg (1994) that
describingspecies concepts and criteriaused to
delimit species is a key component of monographic papers and would urge authors of
monographs (and other works focused on the
species level) to include at least a brief statement on these topics.
Among authors who discussed species concepts, the vast majority indicated that they
adopted a morphological or taxonomicconcept
of species and used morphological differences
to delimitthem.Perusal of the monographsthat
did not discuss species concepts indicated that
most of these authors likewise used morphological criteriain delimitingspecies. This does
not, however, mean thatmonographersare not
interestedin the natureofthe entitiesdelimited
by morphological charactersas species. Among
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authors who discussed species concepts in any
detail, most viewed species as reproductive
communitiesthat are lineages and that are in
practice recognized by morphological characters presumed to have a genetic basis. These
authors thus indicated their intention to recognize evolutionary entities.A number of authors also lamented that lack of other sources
of data forced them to rely on morphological
data. It is clear, therefore,that monographers
largely rely on observable patternsof differentiation while assuming that these patternsare
due to a varietyof biological processesthat underlie the morphological integrityof species.
The ideas that species should be monophyletic(de Quieroz and Donoghue 1988) or should
be marked by autapomorphies or by unique
combinationsof characters(Nixon and Wheeler
1990) were expressed infrequently.The monographic work of systematicsthus appears to
have been largely unaffectedby recent contributions to the species controversy.It is difficult
to determinethe reasons forthis(authorsrarely
explain why they did not pursue a particular
course). However, a number of monographers
who discussed species concepts explained their
focus on morphological differentiation by
pointing to problems with the practical applicationofotherconcepts.This suggeststhatmany
monographers find the species controversyto
have little practicalbearing on theirwork.
In sum, monographerslargely seem to agree
with O'Hara (1993) who argued that systematistsneed to 'get over' the species problem and
get on with the real work at hand. Among those
workingon theoreticalissues surroundingspecies, some may be unconcerned thattheirwork
is viewed by practicingsystematistsas insufficientlyrelevantto be discussed and cited in the
primary,frontlineproducts of systematics(i.e.,
monographs). Those who feel their ideas have
practical applications should take note and direct some of their effortspecificallyto this audience.
InfraspecificTaxa and Concepts. Abouthalf
of the monographs surveyed recognized infraspecifictaxa forat least one of the species treated. Fewer than half of the authors who used
infraspecificcategoriesdiscussed theirideas regarding what these categories represent. Authors who described infraspecifictaxa were
clearlyattemptingto recognize biologicallyreal
entitiesmarkedby variationdue to partialgeo-
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graphic and/or reproductive isolation (although very few authors overtly mentioned
these processes). Intergradationand degree of
morphologicaldifferentiation
distinguishthese
infraspecifictaxa fromthose recognized as species. Soreng (1991) and Karis (1989) pointed to
another reason to use infraspecifictaxa: to delimit apomictic lineages within otherwise sexual species and to distinguish ploidy levels
within species with multiple ploidy levels, respectively.
With few exceptions,infraspecifictaxonomic
concepts did not differamong authors regardless of whether they recognized subspecies or
varieties:these categorieswere used to describe
similar patterns of intraspecificvariation and
range. Although uniformityis not necessarily
wholly desirable in systematicwork, communication mightbe enhanced by having the accord in infraspecificconcepts mirroredby use
of the same category.
Problems in Species Delimitation. About
80% of the species treated in the 107 monographs surveyed were described with no indication thattheypresented particularproblems.
It should be noted that subtle problems at the
species level are not likely to be detected by
monographers(e.g., sibling or crypticspecies),
although Borgen (1987) mentioned lack of morphological differentiation
as a problem in distinguishingtwo species thathe regardedas sibling species.
Variation was reportedas sufficientto cause
problems in delimiting about 7% of species
treated.Very few authors discussed the biological phenomena responsible for high levels of
variation. Hybridization was mentioned as a
possible factorin a fewcases (e.g., Beaman 1990).
Infraspecifictaxa were delimited within about
10% of species treated. Species with complex
patternsof infraspecificvariationwere not necessarily problematical at the species level (in
fact,most were identifiedas clear-cutat what
the authorjudged to be the species level). Both
primary(i.e., incipient speciation) and secondary contact (i.e., hybridization following speciation) were mentioned as possible causes, but
few authors described the biological phenomena thatresulted in the patternsrecognized by
delimiting infraspecifictaxa.
Without more informationabout biological
to draw conclusionsfrom
processes,it is difficult
these data. It can perhaps be suggested that
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something on the order of 15% of species are,
at this horizontal time slice, involved in one or
more biological processes that blur species
boundaries or lead to infraspecific(and subseHowever, the
quently specific?)differentiation.
heterogeneityof the processes potentially involved (e.g., incipient speciation, hybridization,asexual reproduction,polyploidy,ecotypic
differentiation,
etc.) rendersthisconclusion less
than fullyinformative.Inclusion of this sortof
information(or of a briefstatementto the effect
thatno such informationis available) enhances
the value of monographictreatmentsand points
to cases amenable forpopulation-level studies.
About 12% of all species treated were identified as participatingin hybridization.However, only a dozen or so cases of hybridization
were identifiedas complex or frequentenough
that species delimitation was difficult.For a
number of reasons, this survey may underestimate the incidence of hybridization. It can
easily be argued thatthis surveyis not systematically representative,perhaps because monographersare likelyto eschew notoriouslydifficult taxa (however, the reverse argumentthat systematistschoose difficultand thus interesting groups-could also be made). Although I cannot argue stronglyfor the representativeness of the groups treated by monographs surveyed,it is worthnoting thata number of difficultgroups were included: e.g.,
Crataegus,Fumaria,Hieracium.As noted above,
several authors,especially of monographstreating tropicalgroups,noted thattheywere forced
to workwithbarelyadequate material.This will
certainly have the effectof underestimating
variation in general and hybridizationin particular. Except in well-collected groups, specimens of rare hybridsare unlikely to exist and
thus will not be available forstudy by monographers.In the absence of numerousspecimens
or personal fieldwork,monographersare likely
to be reluctantto make much of the occasional
odd specimen. For example, Soreng (1991, p.
508) judged occasional hybridsto be unworthy
of recognition. On the other hand, there are
still a number of wild cards, such as the inclusion of more tropical groups, whose impact on
the resultsof this survey cannot be predicted.
The very detailed informationon hybridization in the BritishIsles, as admirably summarized by Stace (1975), offersan excellent opportunityto examine the incidence of hybrid-
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ization in an entire floraforcomparison to the
data reported here. I surveyed this compendium, including only those hybridsjudged by the
authorities who prepared the various generic
treatmentsas valid or highlylikely.I eliminated
instancesof hybridizationbetween infraspecific taxa (although these are certainlyinteresting
fromother perspectives), and also all cases of
hybridizationarising in cultivation or involving non-native species. Clapham et al. (1987)
was consulted as authorityon species and their
statusin the BritishIsles (i.e., native or not). As
in the larger scale survey reported here, only
pteridophytesand seed plants were included.
RubusL. could not be included because neither
Stace (1975) nor Clapham et al. (1987) treated
this thornygroup at the specificlevel.
About a quarter of the native species of this
flora(407 of 1,530 species, 27%) were reported
to have been involved in hybridization.These
407 hybridizing species yielded a total of 471
hybridcombinations.Only 14 (3%) ofthesewere
abundant and complex
judged to be sufficiently
to resultin serious difficultiesin species delimitation. The remainder were not identifiedas
especially problematicand these varied greatly
in scope. There were many reportsof a single
hybrid plant of a particular combination that
was discovered once. On the otherhand, a number of hybrid combinations were reported as
widespread and occurringwhereverthe ranges
of the parents came into contact.
It is very clear fromthe data for the British
Isles thatthe propensityto hybridizeis not equal
across plant taxa. About half (207 of 407) of
hybridizing species are members of 19 genera
and nearlya third(130 species) are membersof
eight genera (CarexL., EuphrasiaL., Salix L., PotamogetonL., Rosa L., RumexL., Viola L., and Epilobium
L.; these genera togetheraccountforonly
12% of species native to the BritishIsles). Thus,
a few genera in which hybridizationis rampant
account fora significantportion of the hybridization in the BritishIsles. This effectis even
morepronouncedwhen one examinesthesedata
in termsof hybrid entities.Of the total of 471
interspecifichybrids, nearly 75% (349) were
parentedby species in 20 genera and more than
half (246, 52%) involved species belonging to
only seven genera (Euphrasia,Salix, Carex,Epiand Rumex;these genlobium,
Rosa,Potamogeton,
era together account for only 11% of species
native to the BritishIsles).
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Stace's (1975) compendium thus suggests a
level of hybridization about twice as high as
the data reported here (i.e., 27% versus 12% of
species involved in hybridization).It seems most
likely that the "truth" lies somewhere in between. The BritishIsles musthave been as thoroughly searched foreverysortof botanical oddity as any place on Earth, certainly far more
thoroughlysearchedthanwill be typicalofEarth
as a whole formany decades to come. We might
hypothesize, therefore,that Stace's is an exhaustive enumeration and can be taken as a
maximum estimate of hybridization. Stace's
(1975) compendium might,in fact,overestimate
levels of natural hybridization because, although hybrids involving exotic species were
excluded, those related to the rearrangementof
the landscape by Homo sapienswere included.
Also, Stace's compendium includes many completely sterilehybridsthatcan be of littleor no
evolutionary significance. In sum, one might
guess that the true incidence of hybridization
among seed plants and fernsis between 12 and
27%; i.e., thatabout a fifthof extantspecies are
involved to a greater or lesser degree in hybridization with at least one other species.
Perhaps as importantly,the present survey
and Stace's (1975) compendium agree that the
incidence of difficultcases of hybridizationis
quite low (1-3%). It is also clear thathybridization is not spread evenly across all plant groups.
Instead, propensity to hybridize seems to be
concentratedin a relativelysmall proportionof
genera, as demonstratedvery clearly fromthe
Stace compendium.
About 6% of the 1,790 species treatedin the
monographs surveyed were hypothesized to
have originated by hybridization.One would
expect speciation via hybridization to be less
frequentthan hybridizationin general (much
of which presumably results in sterile or unfit
individuals). A similar pattern was suggested
by Almqvist (1926; reportedby Stace 1975) for
the Swedish flora:hybridizationwas common
but fertilespecies clearly derived fromhybridization were rare.More than 80% of species hypothesized to be of hybridorigin in the monographssurveyedwere fromtwo genera (Fumaria
and Crataegus).These data again suggest that
some groups have a propensityto speciate by
hybridizationwhereas the phenomenon is otherwise rare. It should be noted that these data
estimateonly the incidence of hybridizationin
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the immediate ancestryof extantspecies; they
do not estimatethe incidence of speciation via
hybridizationin the deeper phylogeneticpast.
To understandthe significanceof hybridization
in the evolution of plants it will be essential to
distinguish at least three kinds of hybrids:extant species that hybridize, species that originated by hybridization,and multi-specieslineages that originated by hybridization. This
study offersestimatesonly of the firsttwo.
There is some evidence that origin via hybridization is not necessarily correlated with
continuing hybridization.It was noted by Liden (1986) that,although many species of Fumariahave arisen by hybridizationfollowed by
polyploidy, these polyploid taxa do not seem
to be hybridizing to any extentat the present
time.Does this mean thatspeciation by hybridization is oftenfollowed by periods of 'normal'
divergentevolution?
It has been argued that the reticulateorigin
common thatexof plant species is sufficiently
istingphylogeneticmethods(i.e., those thatcan
recover only divergentphylogenetichistories)
cannot be used with any hope of success (Cronquist 1987; see also Hull 1979). The resultspresented here suggest thatsuch concerns may be
largely limited to groups in which hybridization is rampant.Systematistsworking on such
groups must be ever vigilant forhybridization
and its effectswhereas those working on other
groups have less cause for concern about hybridization.
I have elsewhere (McDade 1995) explored the
sortsof misleading resultsthatwill come from
the unknowing inclusion of hybridsin phylogenetic analyses and suggested thatthe impact
of hybrids depends upon the relationship of
theirparents.Hybrids between veryclosely related species are not likely to pose problemsfor
phylogenetic analyses, whereas hybrids between distant relatives may thoroughly confound our effortsto understand phylogenetic
relationships(McDade 1992, 1995). I attempted
to use the resultsof this survey to estimatethe
incidence of hybridizationbetween close versus more distantrelativesbut only 28 of the 104
monographs included phylogenetic analysis.
Seven of these (Klackenberg 1985; Wanntorp
1988;Karis 1989;Kallersj61991;Andersson1992;
Luckow 1993; Skean 1993) also presented explicithypothesesregardinghybridizingspecies
pairs. Of 18 hybridizingpairs whose phyloge-
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netic relationships were explicitly hypothesized, only two involved sister-speciespairs.
Eight were between species separated by four
or fewercladisticeventsand the remainderwere
between more distant relatives. This suggests
thathybridizationbetween non-sistertaxa may
be relatively common. Alternatively,hybrids
between sister species might be too similar to
one or the other parent to be recognized accurately as hybrids. Similarly, a trio of sister
species plus hybrid might yield a morphologically complex pattern that cannot be teased
apart with the result that parental and hybrid
identities would be missed entirely. In any
event,data frommanymore groups will be necessary before any generalizations are warranted.
Taxonomic problemsrelated to obligate asexual reproductionwere dealt withexplicitlyonly
by two monographerswhose work was included in the survey;it was apparentlyrarein most
of the groups monographed. However, because
proving thatasexual reproductiondoes not occur requires extensive collecting,field,and/or
greenhousework,itsfrequencyin poorlyknown
groups may be underestimated.Still,these data
suggest thatasexual reproduction,like hybridization, is not evenly distributedamong plant
groups. It seems to be common and problematic
in a few groups and otherwise rare.
Monographersdealt with the problemof agamospermouslineages by assigning themto species based on morphological criteriaand sometimes by recognizing distinctive asexual lineages as subspecies or varieties. Other authors
have referredto apomictic lineages as microspecies or intermediatespecies, although these
categorieshave no formalstandingin botanical
nomenclature. Thus Christensen (1992) noted
thatthe species of Crataegusthathe recognized
were not necessarilybiologically homogeneous
entities,some being 'normal' biparentally reproducing taxa, others being polytypicspecies
with various cytotypes,hybrid complexes, or
apomicticlineages. Soreng (1991:508) preferred
to consider apomictic clones to be long-lived
individuals and feltit mostusefulto group these
"... as if they comprised subsets of populations
. .. within sexual species, but with interbreed-

ing events occurringinfrequently.. ." Rubusin
the BritishIsles (and elsewhere) is clearly another example of a group whose taxonomyis
very difficultdue in large part to asexual re-
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production. The unruly portion of the genus
seems largely to involve apomictic segregates
L. thatare variouslytreated,often
of R. fruticosa
Similar problems in European
as microspecies.
Hieraciumhave been handled by recognizing
"intermediatespecies" (Beaman 1990).
Monographers who work with groups that
present these difficultproblems are creatively
reshaping taxonomic categories at and below
the species level to accommodate the biological
realitiespresentedby theirtaxa. This seems the
only reasonable path to take. To maximize the
impact of their work, I would urge monographers to provide explicit statementsof the criteriaand proceduresfollowedin delimitingtaxa.
This will enhance the utilityof the work for
others and perhaps pave the way for a future
consensus regardinghow to handle these problems.
In sum, some species present complex patterns of variation such that species limits are
unclear, but such cases appear to be relatively
rare. It is not possible to ascribe this variation
in any quantitativeway to biological processes
because these were rarelyidentifiedin monographs. In a few groups, hybridizationis rampant and the entitiesthatsystematists
mustwork
with do not conformto the assumptionsof phylogenetic methods and do not fitmostconcepts
of species. In most groups, such problems are
rare and relativelyeasy to unravel. Asexual reproductionis common in a few groupsand forces monographersto develop theirown criteria
fordelimitingtaxa. In most groups, such problems are apparentlyrare.These patternsare not
unexpected: all systematistscan point to notoriously difficulttaxa that require extraordinary
effortto resolve, and to many others that are
relativelywell-behaved.
If this is indeed the situationin plants, then
most monographers need not be unduly concerned about these sorts of problems as they
conduct theirresearch(including phylogenetic
analyses). On the other hand, difficultgroups
are perhaps even more importantfor understanding the patternsand processes of evolution. There is little to be gained by sweeping
this rich diversityof biologically real phenomena under the carpet of traditional Linnaean
categories. Similarly, current phylogenetic
methods are inappropriate for taxa with complex reticulatinghistories,and yet the phylogenetic historyof such groups is at least as in-
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concepts and
APPENDIX 1. Monographs surveyed forinclusion of discussion of species' and infraspecific2
characteristics,
and fordescriptionof problemsassociated with delimitingspecies. # Species treated= number
of species included in each monograph. No Problem Cited = number of species treatedwith no indication
of difficulties.Problems delimitingspecies included variationand hybridization(see Table 1 and textforfull
explanation). Variation: Problem = number of species cited as difficultdue to extensive or complex patterns
of variation; Infraspp.Tax. = number of species within which infraspecifictaxa were recognized (S = subfrequentor complex
species, V = varieties,F = forms).Hybridization:Trivial = hybridizationnot sufficiently
to resultin problems in species delimitation;Problem = hybridizationfrequentand/or complex enough that
species delimitationwas difficult;Origin = species hypothesizedto be of hybridorigin(entriesin parentheses
= hypotheses proposed with no explicit evidence). 1 Species concepts and characteristicsused by authors
(see text for referencesfor species concepts): N = none identified explicitly; 1 morphological/taxonomic
species concept; 2 character(s) or charactercombination unique to members; 3 morphological differences
assumed to reflectgeneticdifferences;4 geographic ranges moreor less distinct;5 habitatsmoreor less distinct;
6 ecologically coherent; 7 evolutionary species concept; 8 selection; 9 common ancestry;10 species monophyletic; 11 biological species concept or reproductive isolation between/reproductivecontinuitywithin
species; 12 Nixon & Wheeler (1990). 2 Infraspecificconcepts and characteristicsused by authors: N = none
identifiedexplicitly;1 subspecies = more or less distinctmorphologicallyand geographically; 2 subspecies
= morphologicallyorgeographically distinct;3 subspecies delimited by reproductivecriteria;4 subspecies =
5 subspecies = ecotypes;6 subspecies = sets of related varieties;7 varieties= more
ecologically differentiated;
or less distinct morphologically and geographically; 8 varieties = morphologically distinct,sympatric;9
varieties = local facies of species; 10 subspecies or varieties = apomictic or cytotypiclineages; 11 forms=
deviating individuals. 3 Author refersback to earlier monograph forspecies concept used. 4 Total species
treated= 94; 21 presented only brieflyhere (treatedin detail elsewhere).
Problems delimitingspecies

Monograph

Species
conceptl

#Spe-

Variation

Hybridiztion

No _________________

Infraspecific cies problem Problem
treated cited
concept2

Infraspp.
tax.

Trivial

Problem Origin

SystematicBotany Monographs
1984
Elvander (Vol. 3:1-44)
Wells (Vol. 3:xx-122)
Schlessman (Vol. 4:1-55)

N
N
N

N
N
N

10
7
15

5
3
12

3
1
2

1 (V)
3 (V)
1 (V)

2
3
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

N
N
1, 4, 5, 11
1, 3

N
N
7
7

20
13
10
30

18
10
7
20

2
3
0
2

0
0
3 (V)
7 (V)

0
0
5
4

0
0
0
0

0
0
(1)
0

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

18
13
12
28
9

10
7
11
25
8

2
0
0
2
1

2 (V)
6 (S)
1 (S)
0
0

7
0
5
3
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

7
N
N

6, 7
N
N

14
14
14

7
12
11

0
2
3

5 (S,V)
1 (S)
0

11
3
2

0
0
0

2
0
0

N
N
1
N

N
N
7
N

12
11
28
38

10
10
19
33

2
1
5
3

0
0
3 (V)
2 (V)

0
0
4
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

1985
Elisens (Vol. 5:1-97)
Affolter(Vol. 6:1-140)
Standley (Vol.7:1-106)
Jansen(Vol. 8:1-115)
1986
Argus (Vol. 9:1-170)
Chuang & Heckard (Vol. 10:1-105)
Johnson(Vol. 11:1-87)
Daniel (Vol. 12:1-134)
Chase (Vol. 14:1-97)
1987
Sanders (Vol. 15:1-92)
Wiersema (Vol. 16:1-112)
Whalen (Vol. 17:1-93)
1988
Kuijt (Vol. 18:1-60)
Kuijt (Vol. 19:1-61)
Graham (Vol. 20:1-168)
Lavin (Vol. 21:1-167)
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Continued.
Problems delimitingspecies

Monograph

Thompson (Vol. 22:1-142)
Hensold (Vol. 23:1-150)
Dietrich & Wagner (Vol. 24:1-91)
1989
Taylor (Vol. 26:1-102)
Clark (Vol. 27:1-127)

Species
conceptl

Variation
# SpeNo
Infraspecific cies problem Prob- Infraspp.
lem
tax.
treated cited
concept2

Hybridiztion
Trivial

Problem Origin

0
11
3

0
2
0

0
0
0

0
0

2
6

0
0

0
0

5
3

1 (S)
2 (V)

5
3

3
0

0
1

24
16
34

5
0
1

0
6 (S)
1 (V)

0
8
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

N
N
N

N
N
N

15
27
14

13
21
10

0
1
2

2 (V)
5 (V, F)
2 (S)

N
N

N
N

31
32

31
29

0
1

1
1

1
7

19
18

12
11

N
1
N

29
22
36

1990
Beaman (Vol. 29:1-77)
Spooner (Vol. 30:1-90)
1991
Peterson & Annable (Vol. 31:1-109) N
1, 8, 9, 11
Lammers (Vol. 32:1-97)
N
Strother(Vol. 33:1-110)
1992
Chen et al. (Vol. 34:1-208)
Christensen(Vol. 35:1-196)
Panero (Vol. 36:1-195)

1
1, 4
N

1
1, 8
N

37
46
38

30
32
31

3
1
1

4 (S)
18
12 (S, V) 0
8
6 (V)

0
0
0

0
20
0

1993
Lavin (Vol. 37:1-87)
Luckow (Vol. 38:1-166)
Skean (Vol. 39:1-116)
Murray(Vol. 40:1-121)

N
3, 12
N
N

N
N
N
N

12
24
23
34

10
19
21
29

0
3
0
4

1 (V)
2 (V)
2 (S)
1 (S)

2
2
4
4

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

3
3
5
10
13

1
3
5
9
12

1
0
0
0
0

1 (V)
0
0
1 (V)
1 (V)

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1989 (Vol. 14)
Graham (Pp. 43-76)
Lammers (Pp. 133-138)
Wheeler (Pp. 168-188)
Robinson (Pp. 380-388)
Simpson (Pp. 408-426)
Hilsenbeck (Pp. 427-438)
Smith (Pp. 448-472)

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

7
2
7
3
2
3
9

5
2
6
3
0
3
7

1
0
0
0
2
0
0

1 (V)
0
1 (V)
0
0
0
2 (V)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1990 (Vol. 15)
Burandtand Fryxell(Pp. 49-56)
Ayers (Pp. 296-327)
Al-Shehbaz (Pp. 387-393)
Judziewicz (Pp. 415-420)
Petersonand Annable (Pp. 515-525)
Lavin (Pp. 544-559)
Wheeler (Pp. 643-659)

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

4
11
3
6
2
1
3

4
8
3
5
2
1
3

0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
2 (V)
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SystematicBotany
1988 (Vol. 13)
Landrum (Pp. 120-132)
Heiser et al. (Pp. 138-145)
Peterson et al. (Pp. 207-214)
Armbruster(Pp. 303-312)
Panero and Schilling (Pp. 371-406)
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Continued.
Problems delimitingspecies

Monograph

Species
conceptl

Variation
Hybridiztion
# SpeNo__________________
ProbInfraspecific cies problem Prob- Infraspp.
treated cited
lem
tax.
Trivial lem Origin
concept2

N
1, 11

N
1

2
1

2
0

0
0

0
1 (S)

0
0

0
0

0
0

N
N

N
N

4
6

3
6

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3
2
4
0

0
0
0
0

0
1 (V)
0
1 (S, V)

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5
10
12

5
9
9

0
1
2

0
0
1 (S, V)

0
0
5

0
0
0

0
0
0

Luteyn (Pp. 587-597)
Robinson (Pp. 639-643)

N
N

N
N
N
1, 3, 4,
5, 8
N
N
1, 8,
10
N
N

3
3
4
1

Cruden (Pp. 270-282)
Bolick (Pp. 462-477)
Soreng (Pp. 507-528)

N
N
N
1, 4, 9, 10,
11
N
N
2, 11, 12

4
4

4
4

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1992 (Vol. 17)
Levin (Pp. 74-83)
Fryxellet al. (Pp. 91-114)
Burandt(Pp. 164-179)
Morefield (Pp. 293-310)
Webster(Pp. 311-323)
Bishop and Smith (Pp. 345-362)
Kearns (Pp. 395-408)
Chuang and Heckard (Pp. 417-431)
Chuang and Heckard (Pp. 560-582)
Ford and Ball (Pp. 620-639)

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

2
11
4
3
5
9
5
7
9
3

2
8
3
0
5
7
5
7
7
2

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
2 (V)
0
1 (V)
0
0
2 (S)
0

0
0
0
1
0
5
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1993 (Vol. 18)
Judziewicz and Clark (Pp. 80-99)
Ertter(Pp. 137-144)
Morgan (Pp. 290-308)
Acevedo-Rodriguez (Pp. 379-388)
Morrone et al. (Pp. 434-453)

N
1, 4,11
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

11
5
6
2
4

9
5
5
2
3

2
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1 (V)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

N

N

734

65

2

6 (S, V)

0

0

0

1985
Hansen (Vol. 78:1-36)
Granby (Vol. 80:1-34)
Andersson (Vol. 82:1-123)
Klackenberg (Vol. 84: 1-144)

N
N
1, 6, 7, 9
1, 7

N
1
1
1

13
20
42
65

8
17
28
61

2
2
6
4

1 (S)
1 (S)
6 (S)
0

4
0
2
0

4
0
0
2

0
0
2
0

1986
Nordenstam (Vol. 87:1-41)
Liden (Vol. 88:1-133)

N
1

N
1, 8

13
77

10
50

0
3

1 (V)
10
20 (S, V) 6

0
0

0
46

Poston and Nowicke (Pp. 671-678)
Kirkman and Ballington (Pp. 679699)
Kvist (Pp. 720-735)
Robinson (Pp. 736-744)
1991 (Vol. 16)
Kelman (Pp. 3-20)
Landrum (Pp. 21-29)
Bricker(Pp. 77-88)
Wilken and Hartman (Pp. 143-161)

Opera Botanica
1984
Nielsen et al. (Vol. 76:1-120)
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Monograph

Species
concept1

# Spe-

Variation

Hybridiztion

No _________________

Infraspecific cies problem Probconcept2
treated cited
lem

Infraspp.
tax.

Trivial

Problem Origin

1987
Borgen (Vol. 91:1-96)
Baden (Vol. 93:1-54)
Johansson(Vol. 94:1-62)
Wanntorp(Vol. 98:1-69)

1, 11
1, 11
1, 4
1

1, 5, 9
3, 9
1
1

4
6
15
19

2
3
10
14

1
0
3
0

1 (S)
3 (S, V)
2 (S)
4 (S)

0
3
0
7

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1

1989
Karis (Vol. 99:1-150)

1, 2

2,10

52

45

4

3 (S, F)

2

0

0

11

1, 5

49

40

3

5 (S)

4

0

1

N
1
1, 3, 4, 6
N

N
1
1
1, 7, 8

7
39
50
89

5
33
45
74

0
2
1
2

2 (S)
4 (S)
4 (S)
9 (S, V)

0
5
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1 (4)

1992
Andersson (Vol. 111:1-98)
Klackenberg (Vol. 112:1-127)
Hansen (Vol. 116:1-58)

N3
1
N

28
N
1, 9, 11 62
33
N

25
56
32

2
1
1

0
5 (S, F)
0

8
0
0

0
0
0

(3)
0
0

1993
Pedersen (Vol. 117:1-64)

N

N

17

1

0

0

0

(1)

1990
Molau (Vol. 102:1-99)
1991
Barfod(Vol. 105:1-73)
Kallersjo (Vol. 106:1-75)
StMahl
(Vol. 107:1-77)
Sparre and Andersson (Vol. 108:1139)
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